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FADE IN:

EXT.- HOUSE- NIGHT- THUNDER STORM IS STARTING

PAN TO:

INT.- HOUSE- NIGHT- STORM

MR. NASLER runs from the widow to the bedroom.

He opens up wardrobe to revel his "superhero" outfit.

MR. NASLER

Miss Eyes, get ready! The cold

front’s coming through!

MISS EYES comes in the room almost crying.

MISS EYES

I know, my eyes already itch and

burn.

He turns to her.

MR. NASLER

It’s coming faster than we thought.

Hurry! We have to fight this!

INT.- HOUSE- LIVING ROOM

They both run in fully dressed in the “superhero” outfits,

and they strike a “superhero pose”.

Miss Eyes can’t keep her eyes open, and they won’t stop

watering, and Mr. Nasel keeps running in place.

MR. NASLER

I can’t stop running!

MISS EYES

I’m blind!

The patio double doors fly open, and ALLERGY, the villain,

glides inside the house.

Allergy gives an evil laugh.

ALLERGY

Getting sick of waiting for me?

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 2.

MR. NASLER

(Yelling)

I’m going to run all over you!

MISS EYES

(Screaming) And I’m

gonna...cry all over you!

They charge at Allergy trying to attack him, but their

disabilities hinder them from being anything other than mere

entertainment for the evil Allergy.

Mr. Nasel and Miss Eyes quickly fall to the floor, helpless.

Mr. Nasel, having a hard time talking, talks into his “power

ranger watch”.

MR. NASLER

Alpha, we need back up!

ALPHA (V.O.)

Aye-yi-yi-yi-yi!

Mr. Nasel passes out.

Miss Eyes cries over Mr. Nasel.

Allergy laughs and walks over to them.

ALLERGY

I’m going to smother you with some

pollen. How bout a little mold?

Some Cedar?

He laughs and coughs.

ALLERGY

Even I think I’m too strong.

The front door bursts open and back-up has arrived.

It’s MR. V.C., MISS REST, MR. X-SIZE, and AGUA MAN.

Allergy screams in terror, but then laughs and points at Mr.

Nasel and Miss Eyes.

ALLERGY

You’re too late! Look at them!

Mr. Nasel and Miss Eyes are on the floor rolling around and

groaning.

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 3.

MR. V.C.

We can still help!

MISS REST

They need me!

MR. X-SIZE

They needed me earlier, but I’m

here for support!

AGUA MAN

Vamos!

They all fight Allergy, but he seems to be getting bigger

and stronger.

They all get knocked down and Allergy gives a deep laugh.

ALLERGY

You all suck! You’ll never have

Immunity!

MR. V.C.

That’s it! Immunity!

MR. X-SIZE

Of course! Unity!

MISS REST

We need be helping them, instead of

beating him.

AQUA MAN

Que?

They get in a huddle.

MR. V.C.

We need to work together on them to

beat him and send him packing.

MR. X AND MISS REST

Right!

AQUA MAN

Si!

They spread in a line, then they put their arms out like

“morphin time”.

MR. V.C., MR. X, AND MISS REST

Immunity time!

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 4.

AGUA MAN

Tiempo de inmunidad!

ALLERGY

No!

They run over to Mr. Nasel and Miss Eyes on the floor.

Mr. V.C. shoves vitamin C tablets in their face, and pours

Orange juice on them.

Agua man pours water on them.

Miss Rest grabs a pillow and blanket and lays with them on

the floor.

Mr. X grabs a leg from each of them and moves them as if

running.

MR. X-SIZE

You should’ve called me before all

this.

Allergy cries and gets smaller.

The sun comes up, he turns to dust, and gets blown out the

door.

MR. V.C.

Dust in the wind.

Mr. Nasel and Miss Eyes wake up.

MR. NASEL

Hey, thanks guys. You really saved

us.

MISS EYES

Yeah, thanks.

MR. V.C.

Call us sooner next time, and maybe

we can have Immunity before Allergy

gets here.

MR. NASEL

We will.

MR. X-SIZE

Miss Rest and Agua Man will stay

here to help. I’m gonna run. Call

me later!

X-Size runs out.

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 5.

MISS EYES

Thanks, X-Size.

MR. V.C.

I’ll scoot too. You can only have

so much of me. I’ll be back.

MR. NASEL

Thanks, V.C.

V.C. leaves.

Rest, Nasel, and Eyes cuddle on the floor.

Aqua Man sits in a chair.

AGUA MAN

¿Tienes un radio?

Silence.

FADE OUT:


